Pinus has greater conservation value in terms of encompassing greater total evolutionary history. (see Table S1 for species added and associated literature reference), with the added taxon being placed 105 halfway along the branch leading to its sister species or clade in the phylogeny. The branch length 106 leading to the added taxon was set to a value such that the tree remained ultrametric. 
Results

191
The majority of communities sampled at least 25 individuals (124,566 of 177,549 communities 192 or 70%), and were therefore included in analyses. We estimated CLD metrics for each community, (six vs. three; Fig. 2) . By 100 Ma, the picture had changed substantially, due almost entirely to the 203 radiation of the Eudicots (Fig. 2) . This radiation is evident in the LTT plots for the most species-rich 204 communities (the big jump in number of lineages at ∼120 Ma; Fig. 3c ), and to a lesser degree in the
205
LTT plots for communities of average species richness (Fig. 3b) . The second-largest step-change in 
Taxonomic measures of lineage diversity
252
In many studies [12, 36] , species richness has been shown to be strongly correlated with 253 phylogenetic diversity (PD), and thus it has been argued that species richness may be a suitable 254 proxy for CLD [37] . Our study suggests that, at least for tree communities in the contiguous US, this is 255 not the case. Higher-level taxonomic measures that we explored, specifically the numbers of genera, 256 families and orders in communities, do not perform much better. As expected, as higher taxonomic 257 ranks are used, strong correlations with number of lineages persist deeper into evolutionary time
258
(compare the x-intercept of highest correlation for different taxonomic ranks in Fig. 3 ), but none of is strongly correlated with both TILD and PD (Fig. S1 ) and shows a similar spatial pattern to these 278 two metrics (Fig. 5) . However, as TILD and PD are both directly interpretable in terms of numbers of 
291
Like sPD, the sum of evolutionary distinctiveness in communities, sumED showed a weaker 292 mean correlation with number of lineages over the full evolutionary history of seed plants than TILD, 293 PD or PSR. In contrast to sPD, it showed weaker correlations deeper in evolutionary time and stronger 294 relationships in shallower evolutionary time (Fig. 4) . In fact, sumED showed a very similar pattern to 295 taxonomic metrics of lineage diversity (Fig. 4) , and of the phylogenetically-derived metrics in this study,
296
it shows the strongest correlation with taxonomic metrics (Fig. S1) . As a conservation prioritisation metric, sumED has a clear intuitive value, since it represents the totality of phylogenetic diversity 298 in a given community that is rare in the entire dataset, but it will be sensitive to phylogenetic taxon 299 sampling in the overall dataset, even if all taxa in a given community are present in the phylogeny 300 (see Isaac et al. 2007 States, the dominance of angiosperms in the eastern United States, and the fact that angiosperms are a 309 much more diverse clade than gymnosperms (even when focusing only on trees). It is notable that 310 the differences in species richness between communities of average species richness versus the most 311 species-rich communities arise almost entirely from diversification that happened after 120 Ma, i.e.
312
since the radiation of the Eudicots (Fig. 3) . Eudicots represent the majority of species in our dataset 313 ( Fig. 2) and the large majority of species in our most species-rich communities. contiguous US. Meanwhile, as the second part of the name, mesophytic, implies, the forests here are 325 also found on more fertile soils compared to other forests in the US. Thus, the high alpha diversity of 326 tree communities in this region may reflect an environment that is the most benign for the majority of 327 tree species occurring in the contiguous United States. This is similar to the pattern found in another 328 large biogeographic region, the Amazon, where the most species-rich tree communities are found 329 in the western Amazon, which has more fertile soils and is subject to less moisture stress than the 330 southern or eastern Amazon [12] . errors may affect your future funding.
